Statistics

Epiphany Term, 2008

Please put a tick in the box which seems most appropriate, like this √

The pace at which material is presented is

TOO SLOW □ □ □ □ □ TOO FAST

The number of illustrative examples given in lectures is

TOO FEW □ □ □ □ □ TOO MANY

Does the lecturer explain things clearly?

RARELY □ □ □ □ □ ALWAYS

If you are finding the lecturer difficult to follow, please say why.

Are the problems classes and set work helpful?

RARELY □ □ □ □ □ ALWAYS

If you aren't finding the problems classes or set work helpful, how could they be improved?

The practical sessions are aimed at introducing a statistics package and applying and illustrating the material presented in lectures.

Is your progress during these sessions

Practical group:

POOR □ □ □ □ □ EXCELLENT

If you aren't finding the practical sessions satisfactory, how could they be improved?

Do you find conditions in the teaching rooms conducive to learning?

NOT AT ALL □ □ □ □ □ ALWAYS

If you have complaints about a particular room, please give its number.